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Try this scenario on for size: you’re a popular New York City restauranteur in the 1940s with a 

tiny budget, shoebox-sized establishment (The Times’ review, not mine), and big dreams of 

one day embarking on an African safari. That was the situation that Gino Circiello found 

himself in when he enlisted a friend to create a standout pattern to deck the walls of his 

eponymous restaurant, Gino, in 1945. The spaghetti-sauce red background, leaping zebras, 

and miniature arrows were an instant hallmark.

design by maria united | via ad magazine russia
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le!: design by lauren l caron, photo by claire esparros | right: design by maddie hughes designs, photo by nathan schroder photography
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…until a fire ravaged Gino’s restaurant in the 1970s, that is. Gino then turned to the husband-and-wife

team of Franco and Flora Scalamandré, who painstakingly redrew each Zebra and hand-cut each screen

to create a spitting image of the original. And, well, the rest is history.

CITRUS GARDEN BY SCHUMACHER

le!: design by amanda reid, photo by michael j. lee | right: design by gen sohr, styling by suzonne stirling, photo by alison gootee

In the mid-1930s, architect and designer Josef Frank left his native Austria to escape a 

rising tide of anti-Semitism. He headed north to Sweden, his wife’s homeland, and spent the 

next two decades creating whimsical, charming, bright, hand-drawn textile prints (and 

furniture, and decor, and more –his output was unprecedented). Case in point: the cheery 

Citrus Garden, which was based on one of his illustrations from 1947.
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home of allison pierce | styling by velinda hellen & erik staalberg | photo by sara ligorria-tramp | from: working with what you’ve got – An $8k budget kitchen makeover with a lot of 

vintage charm

Josef was really passionate about accessible design – “the house is not a work of art, simply a 

place where one lives,” he wrote – so his designs make an ideal backdrop for those who love to 

mix, match, and curate their home slowly. Sara shot the above space for Em’s new book and the 

print is even better up close, don’t you think?
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A decades-old pattern that feels ultra-current? SIGN ME UP. This animal-esque 

polka dot was developed from a set of post-WWII photographs and is now offered in 

18 different colors. Michael S. Smith, the designer of the above room, offers this: “It’s 

like chic camouflage – Upper East Side camouflage.”

design by michael s. smith | photo by davies roger | via architectural digest
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le!: design by danielle drollins, styled by michelle wong, photo by lesley unruh, via one kings lane | right: photo by rachel whiting, via house & garden

And he’s right. Les Touches plays well with others – it can read as a relaxed polka dot, a 

quiet floral, or as a punchy geometric print. Each roll, which is hand-screened in 

America on cotton backing (yes, that is as fancy as it sounds), is sure to stand the test of 

time.
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le!: photo by sara ligorria-tramp, from: the ultimate family-friendly media room + wet bar | design by virginia cheek, photo by rustic white, atlanta 

magazine

An EHD favorite! Raphael had two very diverse inspirations: it’s 50% Central 

Park – a leafy haven in contrast to a bustling city – and 50% antique tapestry, 

where stylized leaves are often shown in fields of light and shade. It’s a quiet, 

easy-to-love pattern for those who may feel a little scared of committing to a 

permanent wall covering. (It looks great as an accent wall, too.)
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When a surrealist artist (or, uh, their estate, I guess) combines forces with a prolific 

wallpaper maker, GREAT THINGS HAPPEN. Piero Fornasetti used a ton of fish motifs in 

his early work – he was fascinated by how marine life was simultaneously so simple yet so 

mysterious – and MAN, do those motifs look great as a wallcovering.

design by number forty two
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le!: design by les ensembliers, photo by brittany cambridge | right: jane and michael de"orioset, photo by thomas loof, via elle decor

Acquario is a great option for folks looking to balance a bit of whimsy with a 

timeless, refined color palette. We usually see this print in refined children’s 

rooms and bathrooms, but how great would one of these darker colors look in 

an office?
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le!: design by langlois design, via houzz | right: via house beautiful

Great story alert: In 1905, a pharmacist named Clifton Stockwell from 

Armstrong, Iowa moved to Los Angeles and started a wallpaper business. His 

daughter, Lucile, and her husband, Remy Chatain – both Parsons graduates – 

eventually joined the business and created this design after a vacation to the 

South Seas.
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design and photo by gray malin

When fashion and interior designer Don Loper stumbled upon the CW Stockwell 

showroom in 1942, he knew he’d found the look he wanted for his Beverly Hills 

Hotel redesign. Don re-created the mural-style installation he’d seen in the 

showroom and expanded it to fit the corridors of the hotel…and that’s how a 

pharmacist from Iowa became responsible for one of our all-time favorite film and 

TV backdrops of the last century. FUN, RIGHT
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https://ads.revjet.com/click/tag177703/9026904286507698369/1?_crm=2&vid=5021337692186422436&__ads=41bf9be652a41f475063d3c2bce3ca34&adkey=f20&hx=61918430&agrp=eg21104&slot=tag177703&impts=1644436466872&ad=crv84555&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://ads.revjet.com/click/tag177703/9026904286507698369/1?_crm=2&vid=5021337692186422436&__ads=41bf9be652a41f475063d3c2bce3ca34&adkey=f20&hx=61918430&agrp=eg21104&slot=tag177703&impts=1644436466872&ad=crv84555&_cx=$$CX$$&_cy=$$CY$$&_celt=$$ELT-ID$$&_celtid=$$ELT-IDS$$
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/084-Beverly-Hills-Hotel-Cabana-7-2048x1367-1-1670x1115.jpeg
https://www.graymalin.com/lifestyle/welcome-to-the-gray-malin-cabana-at-the-beverly-hills-hotel


le!: design by #ona kotur, photo by simon upton, via clever | right: via decorpad

Speaking of film backdrops – does this pattern ring a bell for anyone? Famed interior designer, David

Hicks’ mod geometric patterns helped define 1960s style. His son, Ashley, worked with Cole & Son to

bring a small, livable version (the edges on the print are slightly curved to be less stark!) to walls

worldwide.

via wallpapercave

Oh. Yup – that’s why it looks familiar. The big, slightly-less-livable version played a starring role in 
The Shining. So, uh, feel free to namedrop the Hicks Hexagon next time you’re watching this movie, I 
guess?

https://www.instagram.com/fionakotur/
https://www.instagram.com/simonuptonphotos/
https://www.architecturaldigest.com/gallery/childrens-bedroom-playroom-nursery-inspiration
https://www.decorpad.com/photo.htm?photoId=91842
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/kid-bedrooms-12.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/1968cd120122.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/the-shining-1980-danny-plays-in-the-corridors-of-the-overlook-hotel-1670x939.jpeg
https://wallpapercave.com/the-shining-wallpapers


STRAWBERRY THIEF BY MORRIS & CO.

le!: design and photo by sara ligorria-tramp | from: sara’s closet reveal – the bold design moment she’s been craving | right: via lulu and georgia

Before it was an iconic wallcovering, Strawberry Thief started its life as a textile print in 

1883. (And if you ever want to read about an interesting guy, google its designer, William 

Morris – a quick bio describes him as follows; “British textile designer, poet, artist, novelist, 

architectural conservationist, printer, translator and socialist activist…” – hello, jack of all 

trades!) You’ll be able to spot this one in the wild seeing as it’s, well, a bird stealing a 

strawberry. Aptly named. 10/10.

https://www.instagram.com/hellosaratrampinteriors/?hl=en
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/blog/closet-ideas
https://rstyle.me/+12pqGeWC6zpJgr6WyPx0oQ
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/SaraTrampClosetReveal2020LoRes_3-1536x2048-1.jpg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/52de9834388d1ee1706fe349956bed76.jpeg


design by emily henderson | photo by keyanna bowen | from: all the details of the primary suite at the real simple home

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Real-Simple-Home3091.jpg
https://www.instagram.com/eastandlane/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/blog/all-the-details-of-the-primary-suite-at-the-real-simple-home


Annnnd here’s a print inspired by the work of William Morris (and also by Diana Vreeland’s 1955

‘Garden in Hell’ room, where she told her designer that she wanted her living room to “look like a 

garden, but a garden in hell,” – a directive that is simultaneously impressive in its clarity and 

terrifying in its creativity). Artemis is an old-school motif with a little bit of bite.

le!: via anthropologie | right: design by alisa bovino

The craziest part? House of Hackney launched in 2010. THIS MILLENNIUM! Classic patterns with 

ultra-modern interpretations – this is a total go-to pattern if you want to add a little edge to a 

traditional space.

https://rstyle.me/+M5l73KI6GoKFymCqi9vUJA
https://www.instagram.com/aglassofbovino/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/f3aac2c04083f978b18710878201b63e11355cc4.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Alisa-Bovino-Bathroom-03.jpeg


TOILE DE NANTES BY PIERRE FREY

le!: design by sarah bartholomew | right: design by danielle drollins, styled by michelle wong, photo by lesley unruh, via one kings lane

Toile de Nantes was inspired by 18th century Ikat fabrics, but it was made famous after Estée 

Lauder chose the print for her Hamptons home in the 1970s. The pattern toes the line between 

beachy and regal, which is an incredible balance to strike.

https://sarahbartholomew.com/pages/green-hills-georgian
https://www.instagram.com/danielledrollins/
https://www.wongmichelle.com/https/wwwonekingslanecom/live-love-home/bunny-williams-home-kids-party-ideas
https://www.instagram.com/allenunruh/
https://www.onekingslane.com/live-love-home/danielle-rollins-atlanta-home-tour/?utm_source=Content_new&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=126087&utm_content=4/7/2019.5713191.pm&utm_term=Content.Post.9&mcid=em_marketing&epik=dj0yJnU9Vk02QmxWX2pXd3JkZ2ZwNXVLOW9mdll3RC04ajJMZUQmcD0wJm49a3RTYWlkVWxtNVBGYW9jOHVZSFgwdyZ0PUFBQUFBR0lDR1Fn
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/09-This-Is-Glamorous-Interior-Designer-_-Sarah-Bartholomew.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/danielle.jpeg


And if you’re a fan of the elevated mix-and-match…look no further. This one’s a winner that 

will still look chic in 50 years! (Have you also noticed that all three of these designers chose to 

style their Toile with big hits of leopard print?)

design by beverly #eld

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/tumblr_myh1wylxFg1r96pomo1_1280-1.jpeg


le!: design by dorothy draper | right: design by brett leemkuil, via curbed

If you’re like, “hey, dummy, we already looked at banana palm wallpaper,” SIT TIGHT – 

this one is different! The key giveaway? The Brazilliance print also features clusters of 

trailing sea grapes. (Also, this one predates Martinique by about 5 years!)

Dorothy Draper originally designed this for the Arrowhead Springs Hotel – an A-list 

celebrity getaway just outside of LA that fell out of favor after the resort was used as a 

navy hospital in World War II –and the print made its way onto the walls of a bunch of 

other iconic properties. Saturated, glam, and anything but boring – what else can you 

ask for?

https://www.instagram.com/dorothydraperco/
https://www.instagram.com/brettleemkuildesign/
https://www.curbed.com/2015/11/tour-a-shanghai-meets-hollywood-studio.html
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/a90b089355070ddf8b571f7eb07840ac.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/7b00af0a0e4e7b78f31ed6a2bfa75ea4f1-1-.2x.w710.jpg


NUVOLETTE BY COLE & SON

design by kirsten blazek | photo by virtually here studios | from: tour creative director and founder of a1000xbetter kirsten blazek’s soulful, vintage-#lled home

Oooooooh. Here’s one more from our favorite Italian surrealist, Fornasetti, and my favorite 

wallcovering maker, Cole & Son. (I have two of their wallpapers in my home and yes, I am very biased.) 

This print, Nuvolette, kinda speaks for itself, doesn’t it?

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/1190-Afton-St-virtuallyherestudios.com-32.jpg
https://www.instagram.com/a1000xbetter/?hl=en
http://www.virtuallyherestudios.com/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/blog/1000xbetter-vintage-soulful-home-tour


le!: design by philip gorrivan, photo by maura mcevoy, via quintessence | right: design by janine carendi macmurray, photo by peter murdock, via cottages & gardens

The detail on each cloud is incredible and the sense of movement this print brings to a space is pretty 

unprecedented. We see this pattern pop up time and time again in all kinds of room reveals – living 

rooms! Kitchens! Kid’s rooms! Bathrooms! – but it always feels fresh and refined.

http://philipgorrivan.com/
http://mauramcevoy.com/
https://quintessenceblog.com/power-wallpaper-house-beautiful/
http://areainteriordesign.com/
https://www.instagram.com/petermurdockphotography/
https://www.cottagesgardens.com/tour-a-charming-cottage-in-locust-valley/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/IMG_0109.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/40734-locust-valley-puff-759x1024-1.jpeg


le!: design by kimberlee marie, photo by miranda estes | right: design by studio mcgee

One more from our multi-hyphenate William Morris! He designed this pattern in 1876 and used 

it in his own dining room at Kelmscott House, which is now a historic landmark. Pretty much 

every Morris & Co. wallpaper or textile is a classic, but this one gets extra marks for being so 

flexible – it can go dark and moody or light and airy, which is AWESOME.

https://www.kimberleemarie.com/ballardrefresh
https://www.instagram.com/mirandaestes/
https://studio-mcgee.com/the-mcgee-home-ivys-room-photo-tour/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Miranda-Estes-Photography-KimberleeMarieIssakov-4.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/img_5f590aa9c26da.jpg


Another great origin story here: Bowood was based on a mid-1800s fabric fragment that 

decorator John Fowler discovered while staying at the Bowood Estate (hence the name – 

it’s not “boxwood,” as some folks assume!).

design by cameron ruppert interiors | via ang decorates

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/e31d184452cb53e1e1d97cb9bba4cf59.jpg
https://www.instagram.com/cameron_ruppert_interiors/
https://angdecorates.com/2021/04/13/behind-the-fabric-bowood-by-colefax-and-fowler/


le!: via house & garden | right: design by peter pennoyer architects, photo by eric piasecki

There are a lot of chintzes out there, but few have the longevity and recognition of Bowood. 

Remember that old saying “leaves of 3, let them be?” Well, it’s kind of like, “clusters of 3, must 

be Bowood by Colefax and Fowler.” (Less rhyme, less memorable, similar sentiment – this 

pattern has staying power.)

https://www.houseandgarden.co.uk/gallery/small-bedroom-ideas
https://www.ppapc.com/projects/house-in-new-jersey/
https://www.instagram.com/ericpiasecki/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/960262-house-and-garden-14mar14_pr_b.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/da05bf8100f286a9b120b3f33ee0f7e4.jpeg


!

le!: via de gournay| right: design by hannah cecil gurney, photo by simon brown, via house & garden

Let’s be clear: de Gournay has no shortage of stunning hand-painted wallpapers, but St Laurent is 

a liiiiittle extra special. This print, in particular, was inspired by a 1700s wallpaper in the Parisian 

home of Yves Saint Laurent. Next time you see a classic Chinoiserie wallcovering, see if you can 

spot the peacock – it may be St Laurent. 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/701038721/de-gournay/
https://www.instagram.com/simonbrownphotography/
https://www.houseandgarden.co.uk/gallery/pattern-flat
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/27052021042511.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/151006_DG_0009-house-19oct16-simon-brown_b.jpeg


le!: design by nick olsen, photo by pieter estersohn, via architectural digest | right: design by joni lay

HELLO, cute and playful! This one reminds me a lot of Les Touches (remember, the abstract-

animal-dot one?), except it feels a little more pristine, organized, and buttoned-up. That tracks 

because Albert Hadley (the mastermind behind this print, in collaboration with Harry Hinson) 

also decorated spaces for Jackie O. (Clean, chic, simple, classic. It all makes sense.)

http://www.nickolsenstyle.com/
https://www.instagram.com/pieterestersohnphoto/
http://www.architecturaldigest.com/gallery/nick-olsen-designed-brooklyn-brownstone-slideshow%238
https://pinterest.com/pin/AbaljqdDPHSiI_pJmKsKRZxixVSZSzQAZ_7UBGXVXeLwrLNwMmSjKaQ/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/33-1670x2168.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/image-277.jpeg


via lonny

Finding wallpaper patterns that work with existing elements can be such a nightmare, but Fireworks is 

a great, goes-with-anything option. It comes in 6 different colors, too, so you’re sure to find one that 

works for your home and style.

https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/alR8cztgr08x.jpg
https://www.lonny.com/photos/Pink/Bathroom/alR8cztgr08


le!: design by jenn feldman, styled by barbara schmidt, photo by jessica sample, via one kings lane | right: design by carrie hayward, photo by bethany nauert, via apartment therapy

Oh man – every single color of this pattern is an absolute slam dunk. Chiang Mai Dragon is 

based on a 1920s Art Deco block print and it brings so much color, vibrancy, and life to each 

space it inhabits. This is another one of those use-anywhere patterns – it just goes, you know?

That’s it from me and my little ol’ noggin for our first-ever Trivia Tuesday and I gotta know – 

how many of these did you recognize? And even more importantly…which classic patterns 

am I missing? These were the 17 timeless options that came to my mind when I thought 

about classic textiles and wallcoverings, but I know there are SO MANY other goodies out 

there. Feel free to drop a link or a name (or even an involved anecdote!) if you’d like to share 

your own knowledge!!! See ya down there. xo

http://www.jennfeldmandesigns.com/
http://www.barbaraschmidt.io/
https://www.jessicasample.com/
https://www.onekingslane.com/live-love-home/jenn-feldman-designs-home-tour/?attr=article_persistent
https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/los-angeles-house-tour-a-colorful-patterned-rental-259725
https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/authors/bethanyn
https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/los-angeles-house-tour-a-colorful-patterned-rental-259725?utm_source=pinterest&utm_medium=tracking&utm_campaign=pinterest-gallery-share%2344
https://maggiebraucher.com/
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/one-kings-lane_jenn-feldman_ENTRY-WAY.jpeg
https://stylebyemilyhenderson.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/at_house-tours_archive_Carrie-Hayward-home-tour_bc5a5ff91f49494b0813630341f93f85fdbed071.jpeg



